Instructions
Congratulations!
With your purchase you have decided on a high-quality product. Get to know the product
before you start to use it. Carefully read the following operating instructions. Use the product only
as described and only for the given areas of application. Keep these instructions safe. When passing the
product on to a third party, always make sure that the documentation is included.
Contents
4 x racquets
3 x shuttlecocks

1 x weatherproof nylon net
4 x ropes
2 x net poles

1 x transport bag
4 x ground anchors

Intended Use
This article has been designed as a sport and leisure article for private use. This article is not a toy, in the terms of EN71.
Assembling the Net
1. Open
2. Pull out
3. Close
4. Ground
The 3 part telescopic net poles (2 pcs.) are pushed together in delivered condition. Turn the grooved connecting sections in an anti-clockwise direction so
that the individual poles can be pulled out up to the mark (indentation ring). Then re-tighten the connecting pieces afterwards by turning in a clockwise direction.
Now drive a net pole into the ground. Fasten the net to the net pole by pulling the net ropes through the holes in the erected pole and knotting. Proceed in a similar
manner with the second net pole, fastening and knotting the net rope in the same way. Now drive the second net pole into the ground at a distance of approx.
6.20 m from the first pole. To increase the stability of the net poles, pull on the long string at the upper hole and knot the ends to the ground anchoring
(2 ropes per net pole). Now pull the rope tight with the help of the ground anchors, driving these into the ground as well, in order to tighten the net still further.
The Playing Area
Fig. 2 shows the current permitted dimensions of a badminton court. The current badminton rules can be found in relevant specialised literature.
Hints regarding Disposal
Please dispose of the packaging and article in a correctly sorted and environmentally friendly way! Dispose of the article with a certified disposal company or at your
municipal local government disposal site. Follow the current stipulated regulations.
Care, Storage
Please always remember that regular care and attention will contribute to the
article’s safety and preservation. Always store the article in a clean, dry,
tempered room. IMPORTANT! Only clean with water. Never use
strong cleaners. Wipe dry with a cleaning cloth.
Service Great Britain
Tel.: 0871 5000 720 (£ 0.10/Min.)
E-Mail: deltasport@lidl.co.uk
Service Ireland
Tel.: 1890 930 034 (0,08 EUR/Min.,
(peak)) (0,06 EUR/Min., (off peak))
E-Mail: deltasport@lidl.ie
You can also find spare parts
for your product at:
www.delta-sport.com,
category Service Lidl Spare Parts Service
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